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Abstracts due Jan. 15
SOURCE : OPI

The architects' scale model of the proposed addition to Thomas Jefferson
Residence Hall is on display in the new Student Union. The U.M. Board of
Curators recently awarded contracts for the new construction .
(Photo by Hart)

Noted physicist gives
lecture on black holes
SOURCE: OPI
Dr. JOM A. Wheeler, a
noted physicist, will be a
visiting professor of physics
at
the
University
of
MissouIi-Rolia Nov. 16-20.
Dr. Wheeler, who is the
Ashbel Smith professor of
physics at the University of
Texas, Austin, has received
the Albert Einstein Prize of
the Strauss Foundation, the
Enrico Fermi Award of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, the Franklin Medal
of the Franklin Institute, and
the National Medal of
Science of the United States.
He has served as president
of the American Physical
Society and is a member of
the U.S. National Academy
of Science.
Talks by Dr. Wheeler have
been scheduled each day at 4
p.m. in Physics 104. Coffee
will be served at 3:40. All
lectures are free and open to
the public.
Lecture
topiCS
are :
Monday, Nov. 16, "Beyond
the End of Time"; Tuesday,
Nov. 17, "This Incredible
Quantum
Business" ;
Wednesday, Nov. 18, "Black
Holes as a Window on
PhysiCS and Astrophysics";
and Thursday, Nov. 19, "The
Boundary of a Boundary as a
Unifying
Principle
in

Physics."
Dr. Wheeler was a
member of the Princeton
University physics faculty
for 38 years and is Joseph
Henry Professor of Physics,
Emeritus, at Princeton. He
received the doctorate at
Johns Hopkins University.
His principal work has
been done in nuclear
physics,
relativity
and
gravitation. In recent years,
he has been occupied with
gravitational
coHapse,
neutron stars, "black holes"
1968
term),
(his
gravitational waves, and the
implication of the quantum
principle and "delayed
choice experiments" (1978)
for the mechanism by which
the universe came into
being.
Dr. Wheeler is the author
or co-author of numerous
papers and of seven books:
"Geometrodynamics" ;
"Gravitation Theory and
Gravitational
Collapse" ;
"Spacetime
Physics";
"Einstein's

Vision";

" Gravitation" ;
"Black
Holes, Gravitational Waves
and
Cosmology" ;
and
"Frontier of Time. "
For further information,
contact Dr. Robert Bell,
UMR professor of physics,
telephone 341-4796.

"A visit to a small planet"

UMR·Theater
Students in the University
of MissouIi-Rolia theater
production class will present
Gore Vidal's "A Visit to a
Small Planet" at UMR's
Cedar Street Center Nov. 1~
2l.

Director, producer and
designer of the play, Margie
Boston, UMR assistant
professor of music/drama,

..

says that this production, a
satire on Earth's tendency to
solve problems by waging
war, is heavy on lighting,
sound and visual special
effects. "The UMR students,
almost two-thirds of whom
are majoring engineering,
should be able to use their
technical talents to good
advantage," she said.

Abstracts for the Interna tional Conference on
Mississippi Valley Type
Lead-Zinc Deposits to be
held Oct. 11-14, 1982 at the
University of MissouIiRolla, must be received by
Jan. 15. Abstracts will be
reviewed for acceptance by
February.
Papers are being sought
on the following subjects:
Global and regional geology
of Mississippi Valley type
Apdeposits
including
palachian
and
Alpine
Stratabound Zn-Pb deposits;
structural and stratigraphic
controls of these deposits;
mineralogy, fluid inclusions,
and paragenesis of these
deposits ; geochemistry of
trace elements, iSOtopes,
1!ll~
ore fluids; genetic

concepts and models ; and
explor ation
strategies,
concepts and methods.
The papers will be
published by UMR and the
registration fee of $285 for
the conference includes one
copy of the conference
volume and one copy of the
abstracts. Abstracts and any
inquiries about the conference should be sent to:
Dr.
Geza
Kisvarsanyi,
chairman,
organizing
committee, department of
geology and geophysics,
University of MissouIiRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401
(telephone 314-341-4663).
The conference is sponsored by the UMR department of geology and
geophysics in cooperation
with the United States
Geological Survey,
the
MissouIi Department of

Natural Resources Division
of Geology and Land Survey,
and the Viburnum Trend
mining industry.
Pre-registration forms for
the conference and the
registration fee should be
sent by Sept. 15 to Frank F .
Haston, director mines and
metallurgy
continuing
education,
107
Mining
Building, University of
MissouIi-Rolla, Rolla, ·Mo.
654Ol. Meals and lodging are
extra.
Dr.
Demetrios
J.
Moschandreas,
senior
science adviser, Illinois
Institute of TechnologyResearch Institute, Chicago,
Ill. , will speak on indoor air
pollution at 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 29, in the
University of MissouIiRolla's civil engineering
auditorium,
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UMR-IFC cleanup this Saturday
The annual IFC Fall
Cleanup, sponsored by the
UMR Interfraternity Council
and the Rolla Chamber of
Commerce, will be held this
Saturday, November 7th.
This year's clean-up,
which covers the Rolla
metropolitan area, mcludes
a free garbage truck pickup
starting at 8:00 a.m.

Mo,ejobs
available
SOURCE: CPS
The Class of 1982 ought to
have a better chance of
getting jobs than last year's
graduates, according to a
new survey of job prospects
by the College Placement
Council (CPC) .
In its annual Fllll survey,
the council, a trade group for
college placement counselors, found that virtually
all kinds of high-volume
employers anticipate increased hiring in the near
future.
'
Not
unexpectedly,
engineers will once again be
most in demand, the survey
says. The 551 firms answering
the
CPC's
questionnaire about nearterm hiring plans foresaw a
12 percent increase in the
hiring
of
engineering
bachelors, and 32 percent
and 37 percent hiring increases for engineering
masters and doctors.

followed by the IFC combing
the streets. This event is
being coordinated by Mike
Ameiss of the IFC and Ed
Owsley from the Chamber of
All
Greek
Commerce.
organizations will be involved with a prize awarded
to the group with the highest
percentage of participation.
The IFC fall cleanup has

been a successful event for at 8:45 a.m. Mayor Lou
several years. It has im- McFarland will be on hand
proved campus-community to kick off the day's acrelations as well as the looks tivities. Upon completion of
of Rolla. Last year's cleanup the clean-up, refreshments
and hot dogs will be
was a great success, with a
available at Lion's Club
lot of trash removed from
Park for all the workers.
the Rolla area.
Those wishing to help on _ The UMR-IFC encourages
Saturday should assemble at all students to participate in
the Multi-Purpose Building this project.

Band Festival Saturday
SOURCE:OPI
If you like marching
bands, mark Saturday afternoon; Nov. 7, on your
calendar.
The
University
of
MissouIi-Rolla's Thomas R.
Beveridge
Memorial
Marching Band Festival will
begin at 1 p.m. in the UMR
stadium. The admission
charge for spectators is $l.
Bands from Weaubleau,
Clinton, Lebanon, Potosi, St.

James, Sullivan, Normandy
and Rolla will compete in the
annual invitational event.
The UMR Miner Band will
also perform.
Tom Reuss, UMR lecturer
in . music and festival
director, said that between
700 and 800 high school
students will be here for the
festival.
"These students have put
in a lot of work on their
contest
shows,
and,
traditionally, competition

programs show a great deal
of originality. We should see
some really high-quallty
performances from these
bands, " he said.
The festival is sPonsored
by Kappa Kappa Psi and
Tau Beta Sigma, national
band fraternities, and Arts
and Sciences Continuing
Education. The event i,s
named for the late Thomas
R.
Beveridge,
UMR
professor of geology and
geological engineering.

"Reflections on Motherhood"
SOURCE : OPI
The
" Reflections
on
Motherhood" program Nov.
4 in the University of
MissouIi-Rolla's
noon
Women at Work series will
feature a diSCUSSion by four
panelists :
Glendene

Venable, Patricia L. M.
Plummer , Carol Ann Smith
and Chris Sowers. Tbe
session will be held in the
MissouIi Room,. University
Center-East.
Martha K. Fort, course
coordinator and moderator,
says that the diSCUSSion will

include views of the adoptive
and foster mother as well as
those of the working woman.
The Women at Work series
will continue each Wednesday noon through Nov.
18. For more information,
contact Martha Fort, 3414304 .
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<;:alendar,Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of
Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Event
lendar
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
BuildingT-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and
published by the staff for the Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
'!be MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

WARGAMER'SCLUB
The Wargamer's Association of Rolla will hold a meeting this
Thursday, Nov. 5, 1981, at 7:00 p.m . In room 206 of the Math-Computer
Science building. The main topics will be magazine subscriptions and
sign-ups for the open gaming session this Nov. 14. The general public
is encouraged to attend. Officers please arrive approximately ten
minutes early.

PffiETASIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma plaque signing party and Ice cream social. Meet In
G-5 H-SS at 7: 00 p.m. All actives and pledges should attend.
UMR PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
The UMR Photo Club will be having a meeting on November 5th In
the Meramec Room of the University Center. Ernest Gutierrez,
school photographer, will give a talk of his own selection on some
.aspect of photography. Even we don't know what it will be yet.
Everyone is welcome. Memberships will be taken.
•

THURSDAY
TONIGIIT'S MOVIE
"How I Won the War" is tonight's movie. 'The movie, directed by
Richard Lester with Joim Lennon, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. In Miles
Auditorium. Mechanical Engineering Building. Admission $2.25 at the
door or season tickets.
M4UBSMOKER
Attention M.Qub pledges I 'There will be a smoker Thursday, Nov. 5
at 7:00 p.m. at Sig Ep. Be sure to bring your plaques, candy and $7.00
pledge fee. If you have any questions. call Marla Holmes at 341-2349.
ASEM
IBM will be holding a seminar on Thursday, Nov. 5 at 6:30 p.m . In
room CE 117. All are welcome to attend.

The Mine, currently has seve,al
staff openings fo,:

MONDAY
ECONOMICS CLUB
The Economics Club will meet In Room 133, Humanities-Social
Sciences at 7:30 p.m . on Monday. Anyone Interested In economics is
invited. Topics for discussion will Include Intramurals, setting up help
sessions for Econ. 110 and 111 students and speakers for the spring
semester. Yearbook photos will also be taken.

TUESDAY
UMR SPORTS CAR CLUB
The UMR Sports Car Club WILL NOT be having an Auto Cross this
Saturday, Nov. 7th. We will behaving a meeting Tuesday, Nov. 10th at
7 :00 p.m. at Sigma Nu, 1007 Main St. as well as auto crosses on Nov. 14
and Dec. 5. Remember there will be no auto cross this Saturday, Nov.
7th.
ASS06ATlON FORCOMPUTlNG MAcmNERY
ACM is currentiy sponsoring a SPACE INVADER tournament for
memhers only. The tournament will continue to November 10, 1981
and the top three players will receive cash prizes. Sign up to play In
the Software Lab In room 208 Math-Computer Science.

PSlcm

News Writers
Investigative Reporters

'-

H you a,e intel'6sted in applying
for thess positions, come to the
Mine, offics ,Bldg. T-1, Monday
night at 9 p.m. 0' call the office.

A presentation by psychology Professor Monica Moore on
"Women's Non-Verbal Cues" will be given on Tuesday, Nov. 10th at
3 :30 In G-9 H-SS. There will be a short meeting dlrectiy following. All
members and Interested students are encouraged to attend.

SUB Scripts

III

November events
November 7th, the
Outdoor Recreation Committee will sponsor a float

Seduction of Joe Tynan" will
be shown at 8 p.m. on Sunday, Novem~r 15th in

trip. The Trivia Bowl will
run from November 9th
through the 13th. On Friday,
November 13th, the Fine
Arts Committee will sponsor
an " Evening with Mark

Centennial Hall. Signups for
the Chess tournament will
run from October 22nd until

On
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starring Roger
Durnett, at 8 p.m. at the
Cedar Street Center.

Twain"

Durrett does several
dramatic interpretations of
the Author Twain and some
of his works. On November
15th, the movie "The

Held Over
Evenings 7 & 9
WANTS OURT REYNOLDS

November 4th. Brackets will
be posted on November 5th
in the game room of the
University
Center-East.
Signups for the Backgammon Tournament will run
from November 5th until
November 15th. Brackets

MONICA MOORE'S "WOMEN'S NON-VERBAL CUES"
Psychology professor, Monica Moore will speak on "Women's NonVerbal Cues" on Tuesday, Nov. lOth at 3:30 In room G-9 H-SS.
Professor Moore has done extensive research on this subject while
attending the UMC graduate program In Experimental Psychology.
The presentation is open to all students, faculty and guests. It is
sponsored by Psi Chi.

WEDNESDAY
BLOOD DRIVE
The Student Council will be sponsoring a Blood Drive on November
11 and 12 from 10 a. m. to 4 p.m. It will be held In Centennial Hall-

University Center-East. Please share the girt of life.
~TIONOFCOMPUTINGMAcmNERY
ACM will hold their next meeting on WednesQlly, November 11 In
room 209-209a of the Math-Computer Science building at 7: 00 p.m. The
guest speaker will be Dave Dearth from the UMR Computer Center,
and he will speak on the UMR Graphics System. Memberships are
still available. Refreshments will be served after the meeting.
Everyone Is invited to attend.

NODAY
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADER TRYOUTS
Clinics for this year's baskethall cheerleader tryouts will be beld
November 16 and 17 from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. In the gymnastics
room at the Multi-Purpose Building. The tryouts will be held Thursday, November 19, from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Anyone Interested In
trying out (male or- female) must attend both clinics and tryouts.
•
Sponsored by Student Council.

swin~

NEWMAN STUDENT RETREAT
The Newman Center is sponsoring a student retreat on Nov. 13-15,
next weekend. Stop by Newman at 10th and Main for details and signups.

mID the
the mov
and ax
back,

KME
KME is still holding the math help sessions In room 209-MCS every
Monday and Thursday from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Applications to join KME
are still available at the math office for Interested students.
CONCERT
The Student Union Board's Concert Committee presents Point
Blank In concert on Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. In the multi-purpose building.
Tickets will be on sale Nov. 16 through Nov. 2Al In the University
Center-East, In front of the candy counter. Tickets will be $3 for
students and $5 for non-students.

ATl'ENTlON GRADUATING STUDENTS
Commencement announcements are now avallable In the
Registrar's Office for all graduating students. These announcements
are provided by the University at no cost to students who will be
graduating on December 2Al, 1981

Fire postpones
Sig Ep party
The annual Sigma Phi
Epsilon Halloween Party
was postponed Saturday
night due to a small fire in
the furnace room in their
basement. The fire started
when a high voltage electrical panel short-Circuited,
throwing sparks over the
small room and catching
some paper and wood on
fire. The fire was quickly put
out by members of Sig Ep,

will be posted on November

19th in the game room of the
University Center-East.

Held Over
Evenings 7 & 9
~ More Of The Nlghr

~
~
PATERNITY '~
H~~~,~~~~,~U!
He Come Home .

DEN

AbOUt
were ju
watch

but smoke still filled the
house.
Luckily. no one was injured and not much damage
was done. With the power off
in the basement and
everything
somewhat
disturbed, the party was
postponed to a later date. So
save your costumes or start
thinking of a new costume,
and be ready to party at the
next Sig Ep " Halloween
Smoker".
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Iranian
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St. Pat's
attire on
sale now
Thu rs day, Nov. 5, 1981

SOURCE:OPI

MISSOURI MINER

It's the green season once
again. Time to buy your

Page 3

attire from the St. Pat's
Board in preparation for the
festivities of the upcoming
St. Pat's celebration at the
University of MissouriRolla.

War comes to America,
pro-anti groups clash
SOURCE: CPS

Wed the

[ was in·

damage
power off
nt and
omewhat,

downs under a . strain
exacerbated by the Reagan
DENVER, CO (CPS)
unadministration's
About 30 Iranian students willingness to grant them
were just settling down to
political asylum.
watch a movie at a
But the cycle of conMetropolitan State College frontation between pro- and
classroom in Denver when a
anti-Khomeini students who
mob of shouting, clubare fighting the Iranian
swinging countrymen burst
revolution on American
into the room. They set upon
capuses promises to pick up
the movie-goers with canes even more as the war in their
and ax handles. Fighting homeland escalates.
back,
the
movie-goers
"Things flared up here
managed to drive the atabout a month ago," says
tackers out of the building Sam Stanton, a reporter at
just as the police arrived-.
the University of Arizona.
About a half-dozen people
"Both pro- and antiwere injured before the
Khomeini groups would set
melee was subdued.
up booths side-by-side on
But the September incampus and then start
cident in Denver among ' shouting at each other."
Iranian students - whose
Things
soon
turned
short history on American
violent, Stanton says. "One
campuses has been punc(Iranian) group would jump
tuated frequently by consomeone in a parking lot,
troversy and clashes - was
then the other group would
just one of many often- strike back. They travel in
violent confrontations on groups here now for their
campuses this fall around own self-protection."
the United States.
A major brawl erupted in
And as the cycle of protest September at the University
and violence continues,
Iowa when "eight or nine"
increasing numbers
of Khomeini supporters obIranian
students
are jected to the posting of an
reportedly falling deeply in anti-Iranian-government
debt, and becoming dejected poster and physically atover the prospect of returtacked other members of an
ning home, where many Iran student group.
have already lost family
Security forces at the
members. Iranian student University of Oregon were
observers say an increasing recently forced to break up a
number of Iranians are fistfight between competing
suffering nervous break- Iranian organizations who

~ was
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CUlIIu l ative Gf",de Po i nt AverAges fOT L:ndergraduate Students
Rece1vlns801chelon; ~gr e e6

. date. So

; or start
costume,
ill' at the
aIloween

set Up pro- and antiKhomeini literature booths
on the campus mall.
At Central State in
Oklahoma,
an
Iranian
student
attacked
three
countrymen with "a sharp
object," according to police,
in a dispute over antiKhomeini
literature. A
similar brawl at the
University of Kansas, which
included the hurling of
"ashtrays, coffee pots and
chairs," may result in the
deportation of two Iranians.
"I haven't heard of any
altercations recently on a
major
scale,"
demurs
Patricia Biddinger, who
looks after Iranian student
affairs for the National
Association
of Foreign
Student Affairs. She has not
done a campus-by-campus
survey of intra-Iranian
strife, however.
The 5O,OOO-some Iranians
who have remained here
have not been immune to the
turmoil of their homeland.
" There is certainly tension
everywhere between Iranian
students," Biddinger observes. " It reflects all the
different persuasions in Iran
itself. "
It also reflects some of the
violence in Iran, as proKhomeini students. here
have resisted what Biddinger sees as a pronounced
shift in sentiment against the
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The St. Pat's Board has
added a new item to its green
St. Pat's
inventory
sweatshirts for children, on
sale for $6.50. Adult size
shirts are also on sale at last
year's price of f7 .50.
Sweatshirts and other
green merchandise can be
bought at the St. Pat's Board

~f .
Abandoned dogs and cats are available for
adoption from the Rolla Animal Shelter. There is
a $10 adoption fee ahd city tags cost $1.00.

sales table on campus from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

Energy conference

Government role to be discussed
SOURCE:OPI
The role of government in
energy is the first subject of
discussion at the annual
energy conference Nov. 4-7
atUMR.
Daniel N. Miller Jr.,
lIssistant secretary ' for
energy and minerals, U.S.
Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C., will be the
banquet speaker Thursday
evening, Nov. 5. His topic is
"Recent Oil and Gas
Developments
in
·the
Western Overthrust Belt."
Before his appointment to
the Departm'ent of the Interior by President Reagan,
Miller served 12 years as
state geologist by Wyoming
and director of the Wyoming
State Geological Survey.
Thursday's
luncheon
speaker is Bill Atchley,
president
of
Clemson
University, Clemson, S.C.
His topic is "After DOE : The
States' Role in National
Energy Planning. "
Technical sessions of the
conference will feature
about 45 papers. Bobby G.
Wixson, UMR professor of
environmental health, will
discuss "Coal Energy and
the Environment" at 1:30
p.m., Thursday, Nov. 5, in
the Mark Twain Room. Also
at 1:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Sigmar Groetsch, Solar
House Inc., Jefferson City,
will speak on "The OJ>timization of Solar Collector
Mountings
for
Retrofit
Projects," in Centennial
West. On Friday; Nov. 6,
10:45 a .m., Walter W. Lang,
Square D. Co. , Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, will deliver a
talk on "An Analytical
Method for Quantifying the

Electrical Space Heating
Component of a Cold Load
Pick Up," in Centennial
West.
One of the highlights of the
conference will be a "Think
Tank on Energy" at 10:45
a.m. , Friday, Nov. 6, in the
Mark Twain Room. AJ>prOximately a dozen of the
conference partiCipants will
discuss
"Contemporary
Answers
to Continuing
Energy Problems: Capital
Resources - Where Will
They Come Fron? Energy
Crisis
Real
or
Imaginary! "

Members of the public who
wish to hear the major
speakers are welcome.
Charge for the banquet
on Thursday, where Miller
speaks, is $12 per person. A
luncheon featuring Atchley
(Thursday) is $6.50 per
person.
Advanced
registrations are required
for meals. For further information or to register,
contact
Walter ' Ries,
engineering
continuing
education, III Engineering
Research
Laboratory,
University of MissouriRolla, Rolla, Mo. 65401 (314341-4132) .

Energy. All of our tOfTl{)(rows depend on INe're synthesizing more efficient envlronIt. To Insure there Will be energy for tomorrow. rrentally safe fuels from vegetation and reINe need creative and dedicated people like cycled waste.
~ tooay.
As a petroleum Engineer - or In other
To more than 13 rntllion people, we re exciting ~sitlons - for Southern Cahfornla
tile company Ihal heals lherr homes. rooks Gas Company you II enlOY a IIlelime 01
their f(X)d, and dfles their clotheS lor
stlmulallng challenges and all the
lust a fe"lv cents a day. But 'Ne're ~ tEnefits you'd expect from the na-

rTlJcg:~~~~I~. we're survey.

In;)

('

new dePOSllS and englneenng

~;~~~~ A~~~ I~~~~O~~~

gas

IIon's largesl nalural gas company.
SOUTHERN CAUFORNIA
GAS COMPANY

THERE'S MORE TO US THAN
WHAT YOU SEE ON THE SURFACE.

Our interviewers will be on
campus Tuesday , Nov. 10th .
Sig n up at the job placemen t oHice for your. interview time.

......
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hearo

This tribute to engineering excellence can be
witnessed on the UMC campus.
(Photo by Farrell)

Khomeini

from Page 3

Islamic government '
In turn, pro-Kbomeini
students have stepped up
their attacks on government
opponents. Perhaps the most
violent confrontation was the
Metro State affair in which
the pro-Kbomeinl demonstrators stormed the antiKhomeinl Iranian CUltural
Club's screening of a film
about Kurdistan the
rebellious Iranian province
at war with Teheran.
"There were a lot of
children in the room," says

a

Kamal,
member of the
Iranian CUltural Club.
"(The
pro-Khomeinl
students) want everyone. to
follow the government's
policy," says a member of
the Metro State Moslem
Student Society, which also
opposes
the
Khomeinl
regime.
The member insists on
anonymity, out of a fear
shared by anti-government
Iranian students that proKhomeinl students are spies
in the pay of the. ayatollah's

Uniforms honor vets
SOURCE:OPI
The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla
military
science department (Anny
ROTC) has requested that
its students wear their
uniforms on Veterans Day

(Wednesday, Nov. 11) as a
way of honoring the men and
women who have served in
the armed forces of the

United States throughout Its
history.
The members of the
military science department
also invite all UMR faculty,
staff and students who are
veterans of any branch of the
service or members of the
reserves or National Guard
to join them in observing
Veterans Day by wearing
their uniforms.

regime. . I've
personally that they've reported
names of students not on
their side," he says. " As a
result, many students can't
receive money from home,
and their families are also in
danger."
"One of my best friends
here in Denver returned to
Iran about six months ago,"
Kamal says, "and she was
executed."
"It's a real catCh-22," says
Biddinger. "They can't get
money from home, yet they
can't hold jobs here because
their status as foreign
students legally prevents it.
Thus many of them feel they
have no economic choice
except to return to Iran. Yet
they're afraid they'll be
killed if they go back. "
Biddinger says an in.
be f tud ts
creasmg num r 0 s en
have applied for political

-Rubie Cubes
-Rubie Snakes
-Mind Teasers
-Wunder Puzzlers
-Wunder Bloks
-Jigsaw Puzzles
-Backgammon
-Cribbage
-Dominoes
-Dirty Words
-Juicy Words
-Strip
"You're Welcome To Browse"

~
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- -:J

FLOWERS
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11 07 Pine
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'Y'
TELEFl.ORA 1M
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364-31

Submitted by APO

Attention all Campus
organizations! Don't forget
that APO will be awarding a
trophy to the group that
gives the most support to
Superdance '81.
Points will be awarded for
five categories : 1 - the
number of members dancing
or watching the :ro-hour
danceathon, 2 - amount of
money donated to MDA
through the kissing booth, 3
- favorite couple pennyvoting, 4 - slave auction,
and 5 - number of posters
and banners made for the
dance.
The penny voting will be
tallied to determine the
crowd's favorite couple at

asylum here. Yet she reIX>rts
" practically all the applications _ some 300 to 400

_ have been rejected by
State Department officlais
for no apparent reason.
Biddinger believes the
chaotic situation in Iran has
affected
the
academic
performances
of Iranians
in
Arilerica.
"They've
always
had an extraordinarily good
record here academically,

~';:tablyhru:ufec:;~
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Kevin lsom, Mike Moline,
and Mike Avery. And,,}anet
Walsh,
Laura Pagano,
Kammie
Akers,
Julie
Compton, Julie Robertson,
and Teresa Doerr. And
more, many more, on
Saturday night.
on Saturday night.
Don't miss out on the
action,
help
your
organization win the participation trophy, and come
on out to Lion's Den, right
next to Lion's Park. It's all
happening this weekend ...
SUPERDANCE '81! !

the trophy for that will be ':;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
awarded. This means a.
dollar will buy one hundred
ELECTRONIC EARRING AND PIN-Hot . red LOVE
votes for your favorite
I
dancers.
LITE comes camp ete with a Mini-battery.
The . slave
auction,
Guaranteed to lite up your nite life . Send $6 .00
featuring the Fall '81 APO
for one or $10.00 for two to : TRADING . Box
pledges, will begin Saturday
1OOl· A" Warwick . R.I. 02888.
evening at PM. This is a
f!!!!'!'~~""'I111111111------------"'"
-

ro=:4!
-Records
-Books
n-Tapes
U-Comics

perfect way to donate to
MDA and get someone to do
all that dirty laundry or
wash and wax the car, or
bake cookies, or, clean your
room!
Between the hours of 8 PM
and 12 PM on Friday and
8: 30 and 12 PM on Saturday,
you can come out to Lion's
Den and actually kiss the
APO Superdance kissing
experts. Friday night's
lineup will feature Todd
Thomas,
Steve
Emmendorfer, Steven Parks,
Don Anselm, Dave May,

Isel Gimbel Heod Pions $8 .00

yet all the trauma of recent.
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The Student Council is
holding a referendwn on
increasing student activity
fees. The referendwn is
being held due to the Increased enrollment and
other factors. An average
inflation Increase Is considered to be 7% by STUCO.
I think It sounds a little
ridiculous to raise the fees
because enrollment is increasing. I'm fairly good at

Space Shuttle

Leaping forward, cutting back
By BOB KOENIG
If all goes well the space

shuttle Colwnbia will make
another voyage into space
Friday morning. Tuesday
evening's national news
(Walter's old network)
spoke at some length about
the future of the space
program. "NASA, under
heavy budget pressures has
cut back major scientific
and
experimental
ven-

~

~••

tures."

I
I
I
I
I

Personally, I am greatly
saddened by the cutbacks In
NASA's
financing.
'!be
development of the space
shuttle has been a long and
costly affair. Unfortunately,
now that the greatest costs
are over the budgettightening
Reagan
administration Is cutting back
on the sclentl1lc end. Of
course, much scientific
research will still take place,
but many of the early flights
will be dedicated to military
- missions. I thank God for the
military missions; without
them the space shuttle would
probably be sitting in a
warehouse somewhere instead of upon a launch pad

kg

.,-h 0~
2

I
I
I
I.J

30

Student inactivity fees
By KEVIN FARRELL

pointing towards the stars.
The thought that our
nation has come to the point
where a Significant and
Important scientific step can
be justified only by its
military value or that the
Russians are ahead of us
(uS) turns my stomach but
that's the breaks.
Money, there's the bottom
line, everything's got to have
a return (except the military
missions, of course). NASA
scrambles
to
theorize
possible returns in material

fabrication and chemical
production. Other experts
question NASA's figures and
the debate continues.
Poor NASA, their task is
harder than ChrIstopher
Columbus trying to sell his
voyage to India via the
western route. At least ChrIs
could fall back on his good
looks and a friendly queen
(democracy definately has
some disadvantages) .

SeeShuttle
page 12

Exhibit succeeds

overcrowded library. We
also want to thank those
students for their courteous
response to our request that
they leave. The exhibit was a
success on all accounts and
we had many favorable
reactions from visiting
parents. None of this would
have
been'
possible,
however,
without
the
cooperation of the UMR
student body.
Thanks again!

Dear Editor:
This
past
Saturday,
KUMR radio joined In the

Parents' Day activities by
sponsonring its fifth annual
Gallery Art ExhIbit on the
mezzanine floor of the UMR
Library. We had to clear
.away
chairs,
tables,
couches, and students in
order to make room for the
many displays. We want to
apologize to those students
who had to find other places
to study in an already

Carolyn Hammond
Promotions Manager

math and I have a theory. I
propose that if more people
pay the same fee that was
paid last year by fewer
people, then more money
will have been paid.
I suppose the grounds for
raising the fees with increased enrollment would be
that more peOple will be
using the facilities that this
money helps to support.
First we should evaluate the
actual percentage of people
who actually benefit from
these facilities. Every one of
us is reluctant to give money
to something that we know
we won't use.
As usual, the University
Center is at the top of the list.
Now why does Auxiliary

-

See Student
page 9

You are cordially invited to attend a spec ial one night meeting
to hear:
Mr. Alfred E. Harris, Jr .
Senior Vice President and
Director of Researc h
Stifel, Nicolaus & Company, Inc.
Mr. Harris, a member of the St. Louis Society of Financial
Analysts, is frequently quoted in the Wall Street Journal and
on the Dow Jones News Servic e. He will present his views on
the outlook for the stock market.
This is your opportunity to hear and question a professional
research analyst with over twenty-eight years experience in
the stock market.
Thi s spec ial meeting will be held:
D ate: November 10th, 1981
Tim e: 7 P.M .
Location : Centennial Hall-UMR

misinterpreted

See Defense
page 14

crease. I don't play golf. I
don't want to pay for other
people to play golf. I think
It's fine to get out there and
shoot 9 holes but not out of
my wallet. Just Increase the
greens fees. People who golf
should get used to the Idea
that it's a game for people
with money.
I realize that some activities will require more
money due to Increased
expenses. However, I'm
tired of paying for other
people's activities. U all
increases are approved the
student activities fees will be
$88.60 for the first semester

Is now
the time
•
•
to Invest In
common stocks?

Commandment

In last week's article
entitled "DefInItely It's
Defense," Don Reader gave
reasons why he feels that
defense spending by this
country Is justifiable. I feel
that· one of his argwnents
must receive an immediate
response. I'm referring to
his statement that the "Thou
Shalt Not Kill" Commandment "... must be
placed in historical and
lingual perspective." Mr.
Reader claims that this
Commandment was never
applicable to "the killing of
societal
enemies."
Historical
and
lingual
perspective
notwithstanding, anybody can
see that it Is not the way God
intended His Commandment
to be interpreted.

Enterprises need a boost?
It's not exactly a non-profit
organization. In addition,
how many people actually
take advantage of the UCenter? I mean, I feel bad
about laying out money for
the U-Center because I never
(never, ever ) go there. I say
that those who make their
semi-permanent address the
U-Center should pay some
rent.
I think that the increase
proposed for the U-Center
should go towards student
social and recreational
expenses. After all, It is a
student activity fee, not a
small business loan.
The golf course needs
an
11
percent
In-

While the m eeting is FREE, seating is limited . Reservations will
be filled in the order they are received .
Pl ease compl ete and return the f orm below or call (364-8930)
to m ake yo ur rese rvations.
'
Is now th e time to invest in c ommon stocks? Mr . H arris will
give you his opinion on N o vember 10th . Plan on attending
this t imel y m eeting.

Two-Volume Boxed Set

$39

95

The most defin itive collection of The Beatles
songs . Award·winning , leading arranger Milt
Oken offers easy to play , completely new or.
rangements of every Beatles song ever written.
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Blue Key
Extends Invitation

Two boxers mix it up at Lambda Chi Alpha's

"Night at the' Fights" last Friday night.
(Photo by Hart)

~. Jafll1J1actll
Members of the University
of Missouri-Rolla st. Pat's
Board donated a recent
Saturday morning to help
make improvements in
Lions Club Park.
According to Gene Brown,
chairman of the park, the 38
st. Pat's Board members
"deserve a pat on the back
for an excellent job of work
pruning
branches,
trimming trees and cutting

wood, painting buildings,
furniture and a bridge, and
clearing brush. "
Mike Avery, St. Pat's
Board president, said that
this is one of the St. Pat's
Board's service projects to
help
UMR-Community
relations by bettering the
park.
1982 ST. PAT'S
GREEN PRICES
$.50
Buttons

OUR WINNING COMBO
- Hot Deep Dish Pizza
-Cold Frosted Mugs of Coors
- Warm Atmosphere
Good Food Fast·
Not Fast Food
Party Rooms
A"ailable

Book Sale
Book Sale
Book Sale
Science & Technical Books from

99~

to 4_99

General Interest Books from

1.99 to 7_99
DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
NOW AT CAMPUS BOOK STORE!
205 W . 12th S'reet
The Store For All Your Campus N eed s

Baseball Caps
Bumper Stickers
Garters
Sweatshirts
Huggers
Stocking Caps
Shot Glasses
Pilsner Glasses
Visors

$3.50
$.25
$.75
$7.50
$3.00
$3.50
$1.50
$2.75
$3.25

Blue Key is a national
honor fraternity here at
UMR. Membership in Blue
Key is limited to those men
and women who have taken
active interest in campus
welfare. The members do
not, however, rest on their
laurels. The contrary is true
as members often strive for
further accomplishments,
thus making Blue Key one
of
the
most
active
organizations on campus.
Several activities are
undertaken by Blue Key
every year. Perhaps the
most noticeable of these is
the Blue Key Student
DireCtory. This directory is
made possible through the
efforts of members of Blue
Key, who solicit the advertising of Rolla merchants
for financial backing. With
aims at producing future
leaders, Blue Key also
sponsors
a
leadership
seminar for underclassmen.
This seminar is conducted
by the members and
acquaints the participants
with methods of leadership
and the requirements of
campus
various

organizations. Blue Key also
provides a resume service
for all UMR graduates.
Letters are sent to over 600
companies inviting them to
purchase resume packets
prepared by Blue Key.
Students who have shown
outstanding participation in
campus organizations are
honored by the " Blue Key
Miner of the Month" award.
An article and picture of the
chosen
individual
are
published in the school
newspaper, " The Missouri
Miner", thus notifying the
campus of the individuals
accomplishments.
If this sounds interesting

and worthwhile, we extend
an invitation to you to apply
for
membership
next
semester. Membership is
limited to students who have
completed at least 60 hours
of college work, have
maintained a grade point
average of 2.75 or better, and
have a minimum of 40 Blue
Key points. Applications will
be available at the candy
counter in the University
Center.
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Hollywood movie formula
and "have been taken to
heart by segments of the
movie audience, cherished,
protected, and, most of all,
enthusiastically
championed. " These 100 films
have become the cult movies
of American cinema.
Complemented by 450
photographs,
CULT
MOVIES ' presents
the
credits and a plot synopsis of
each film ·included. Danny
Peary also provides a
subjective essay for each
which tells what it is about
each film that makes it
different
from
the
traditional Hollywood film
and therefore fascinating to
its fans: the theme, odd
characters,
off-beat

dialogue, performance by
cult stars, novel handling of
a popular genre, outstanding
special effects, superior
camerawork, direction or
other elements. In so dOing,
CULT MOVIES also unDanny Peary examines
covers many wonderful bits
100 of these exceedingly
oftrivia:
popular films in his book
• Ronald Reagan was
CULT
MOVIES
The
originally cast as Rick
Classics, The Sleepers, The
Blaine in the role made
Weird and The Wonderful.
famous
by
Humphrey
Delta Books will publish this
Bogart in "Casablanca. "
compendium of films which
• "The Wizard of Oz" has
These films have all at- have become true classics in
been seen more times by
tained cult status. For each cinema in a trade paperback
more people than any othe.,
there exists a group of edition in November 1981.
film.
passionate fans who don't
In a lively text, Danny
• Corey Allen unknowingly
simply enjoy their favorite Peary discusses movies
anticipated the death of
films - they worship them. from the silent era to the
James Dean when he porThey flock to the estimated present that have trantrayed a man about to be
one thousand "midnight scended the traditional
killed in a crash ' in the
I----------------COUPON·--------------- famous car racing scene in
"Rebel Without a Cause"
I
.,(f:B13 Pine
just months before Dean's
I
~..r
341-3161
I tragic death.
Peary is the author
C,o~~e YUMMY BEAR with LARGE COKE 11 a.m.-7 p.m. ~ of Danny
Close-ups: The Movie Star
Book, The Photo History of
Television,
and
The
American Animated Cartoon. He has written film
criticism
for
many
newspapers and magazines,
I
Expires November 12 , 1981
I film treatme.nts and scripts,
and has run a film society.
I
I He
lives in New York.

l

neatDeS

aw1ts

Cult movies attract fans
What does the science
fiction box office hit "2001"
have in common with a 1936
quasi-documentary, called
"Reefer Madness," about
the hazards of marijuana?
What do both films have in
common with " The Wizard
of Oz" or " The Red Shoes,"
with the porno favorite
" Behind the Green Door" or
the champ of the midnight
circuit, " The Rocky Horror
Picture Show"?

leaJ

iJirkSand

movie" theatres and to the
countless film societies and
art theatres acroSs the
country, where these films
are shown regularly, again
and again and again.

I
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Studying, scarfing & snoring

ByK.K.
This is an article for all
you students out there who
have roommates. Not frats,
that's more like a big
clubhouse, but those who
have from one to five or six
people,
living,
eating,
sleeping, and studying in the
same place.
Now that more than half
the year Is over, you've
finally learned all the little
quirks and habits of those
tun, fun roommates. I'm not
talking about the big things,
like being an overall slob or
a neatness fanatic. Those
habits are not changeable
and you really can't live with
the person if you don't have
the same habit. The "odd
couple" scene really doesn't
work. I'm writing about the
little things. The real little
things, such as cracking
your knuckles or tapping
your foot.
There are three big
categories that annoying
habits fall into: sleeping,
eating, and studying. Most
other times you can exit the
room or leave the house to
escape.
In the category of sleeping
are some biggies. There's
the proverbial snorer. Just

when you're dropping off to
Study habits aren't too
sleep and your dream come bad. Everyone (or most let's
true js flashing before your say) study, and when you
eyes and about to tell you study you try to tune out
how much he or she loves
most everything, maybe
you this vision utters a ...
excluding the stereo. Some
snore. Everything shatters,
little habits though do get
again, and you roll over and
through at least to me.
try to get your roommate to
Talking to oneself is a big
roll over. Other than snoring
one. Sitting doing calculus
there's the teethgrinder, the . problems
and
having
li!},smacker, the talker, and . someone · talking
about
the slee!}'walker. Worst is to
statics across the table or at
have the talker and slee!}'
the next desk can screw you
walker together. At 3:00 up. You're thinking 8a.m. your roommate jumps
15+65/65 and your roomout of bed, runs to the door mate's saying 16-15+85, and
and yells, "FIre I " Imyou write 8-15+85/65. It
mediately you jump up and
could take ages to finish one
run out the door. After a
problem. Playing punk rock
minute of standing your
is almost as bad as talking.
skivies, barefoot, in the cold,
You get into a rut of thinking
you realize there ts no fire.
the same three-word chorus
Going back in the house, you over and over again. Some
realize your roommate Is people do annoying little
back in bed sleeping in
things with their hands and
blissful ignorance.
feet while studying. Foottapping, twisting a lock of
hair, nail-biting (that little
Some people have weird "chomp" always bothers
sleeping hours. There ts me), and knuckle-cracklng
always some nerd who are a few.
thinks night and day ought to
be switched. They study
Eating is a big category. It
until 4:00 a.m. and then sleep
all day, or whenever they includes not only what you
don't have classes. If you eat but how you eat It.
can sleep with the light on Everybody raise your hands
and study with the shades who lives with someone who
pulled you're O.k. If not, time mainly eats four things. How
about PB and J sandwiches,
to find a new roommate.

hot dogs, milk, and potato
chips or for the health food
freaks : apples, nuts, lettuce
and carrots. Seeing the same
thing in the icebox week
after week gets depressing.
Of course, all their stuff Is
left at the end of the week so
you end up eating the same
old thing they do.
A lot of little things can
bother somebody about how
a person eats. Eating loudly,
OJ;'
smacking,
always
bothered my father. He'd
banish you from the table If
you ate too loud. Nothing
could interrupt his evening
news. Taking little bltty bird
bites and then chewing It to
death Is a big one for me. A
friend of mine in high school
(her name was Lenny) took
half an hour to eat half a
sandwich. I'd find myself
counting how many bites of
that poor sandwich she took.
My friends always kidded
me about the way I eat
sandwiches, from the outside in. As I see it you have
the best part, the middle,

last. Only one of my room- one bite. Don't all the tastes
mates has said anything and get mixed up together and
that was, "You're weird," clash? Then again you can
but I knew that already. eat up one thing before going
Some people pick apart all on to another. I'm sure you
their food and some push can find some little habit
everything into a big pile. I that bothers you a bit. But,
never could understand how after all they're only little
mashed potatoes, peas, habits and you can learn to
carrots, corn, gravy and live with them. You've got
roast beef could be eaten in your own, you know.

G&D STEAK HOUSE
8 oz. Chuck Steak
6 oz. Ribeye
8 oz. Filet
7 oz. Ham Steak
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T·Bone

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

Includes baked poJato or fries and Texas toast .
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal.

G&D Steak House
Open 7 days a week 11:00 a.m.-9:oo p. m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

Kennecott
is on the move ...
And we are looking
for graduates in:
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WINTER PARK
January 3-8
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ONLY $189

Summit Land Package Includes:
• 6 days/5 nights lodging in a luxurious
condominium

• 3 full days ski lifts
• 3 full days ski rental
• Discounts on extra days of ski lifts and
rentals
• All taxes and service charges
• Ski party

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT: RALPH PORTELL

364·9818

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
Geotechnical Engineering
Geology and Geological
Engineering
• Mining Engineering

~:::.-,,=,~if.

Kennecott Minerals Company
will be on Campus

November 9
Make an appointment today at the
Campus Placement Center
Kennecott Minerals Company is part of
the growing Standard Oil Company
(Ohio) and is engaged in worldwide ex·
ploration . mining . concentrating. smelling
and refining of nonferrous minerals .
'
KMC is also a leader In process
A"'J,,,1--::::
tech nology and development and
construction engineering . The company
oUers competllive starting salaries and
outs landing benefits programs and
advancemenl opportunities.

Kennecott Minerals Company
An Equal OpportunIty Employer
M / Ft H /V

v- -e r_
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LOST : One gold neck chain. Chain-link style. Sentimental value.
Reward offered. Call 364-2314. Ask for Glen.
FOR SALE: Remington, 700 ADL, Bolt-Action, .308 caliber rifle.
With a 4x Buris scope mounted on drop down mounts. Comes with a
. black sheep gun case. Call 364-2314. Ask for Glen.
To Heartbreak Hotel,
Just give us a call, night or day.
We think your games are fun to play but if you don't mind, the next
time you ask WE'LL be sure to bring the shot glass.
HBHA

P.S. ZOOM ... you drink!!
Babers,
You have nothing to be wonied about.
Babes

LOST: TI-55 on the 15th of October. If found call 364-8575. A reward
tsoffered.
Lynn,
Don't you think 24 hours is a bit too long to make Monsanto walt.
To Chris, Erich, and Joe:
HI ya all. We love you.

Susanne 0 .,
.
We are tiring of the continuing saga starring Dave and yourself and
feel it is time for the performances to be taken elsewhere. It would be
greatly appreciated if you would have your frantic outbursts outside
of our fraternity . Besides hit and run Is unmellow.
Janet,
I didn't mean to give you the wrong impression of me at the
Freaker's Ball.
Since you didn't leave when you said you were going to, I guess that
story about your cousin was just a brush-<>ff. Still, you were nice to
me, and I'll never forget it.
If we ever meet again, maybe you'll at least let me walk you to the
door.
Keith
To Those Who Made It to the Freaker's Ball,
24 Kegs were emptied - pretty good considering Theta Xi and the

~ Road Show were not doing any serious drinking!
To the Two A-Holes Who Ripped of the KMNR-Theta Xi Alien Party
Poster,
You may return it (In good condition) withlnoneweekortoday-no
questions asked. After that, the United Federation of Planets will be
after your ass, and they don't leave much behind when they finish
shooting. Why take a chance?
- A Starshlp Trooper

Your SA's
To the Men of EKT :
The things which our friends do with and for us, form a portion of
our lives; for they strengthen and advance our personality.
LOST : Hewlett Packard - 25 calculator In Mechanical Engineering
building or library on October 22. Call 341-3560 and ask for Val if you
have any lnIormation.
To the RePresend tive of the CE Dept. on University Day,
The geotech lesson was very lnIormative. Now how about a " hands
on" learning experience.
An Interested Senior
Fruit of the Loom gang,
How about a private party with the guys from Warner's.
Nose,
We know you studied hard for your urine test but, you stili flunked
good luck on your IPV.
The Laxative Gang
Zoo Annex,

Be sure and keep your front door open and your popcorn machine
warm!!

Signed,
Free But Not Easy

FARK,
The Yankees missed four good games last week. Where were they?
CC
NUKE THE WOJO'S!!!
The committee to save UMR Men

Freckles,
I guess you won the war, or did you?
J .R.
S.O.S.
I miss your sweet smile.
M.L.R.
Janet,
I really am from North Hollywood.

···.·····*«*«**··,

Personal to P .B. From Florissant,
We've both been here 4+ years (off and on) yet I still haven't had a
chance to get to know you. We've gone out before and you said you
really liked me, but we've always ended up going In different directions. I was very rude to you at times to proleCt myself because I was
afraid to get Involved with someone who didn't like me more than I
liked them. It's probably too late now because you're leaving In
December, but I hope you know who I am and that I always did like
you.
THE qNE THAT (YOU)MISSED

Steve C - You're a pretty sexy spook and a fun little brother. Did
you have fun at the party? Love your big sis.
I will be working this spring In Kansas City and need a place to stay.
I would like to share an apartment with one or 1l'ore people, location is
not crucial. If Interested call Larry at 341-3461, please leave name and
number.

all a
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International
Tours of Rolla
.....-. . ._
Offering
Airline Tickets

-Complete Travel Arrangements -Tours -Ski Trips
-Groups - Hotels & Car Reservations
No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway
Saturdays 10:00-1:00
341-3300
Weekdays 9-5

~~~~~!e~~,~~~~~~~~~~~!
~~

Diamonds and Watches
Rollo. MO 364-T64

UMR STUDENTS
To introduce you to our salon, we
are offering a haircut, special on
Monday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, $5 . Mr. Charles Coiffures, 306 E. 6th.
Expires November 24 , 1981
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Secretarlly yours,
Someone you always see.

81

-

Dearest Brat,
I really do love you tons! And No. I'm not tired of you at all! !
Your Runt

and $1

'1'0 the girl on the corner of 12th and Spring,

semest

I like the way you catch a football . Do you play flag or touch?
You Secret Admirer,
Rev. Mike
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. Male, sophomore Comp. Sci student looking for someone to share
apartment with In K.C. for spring semester, 341-3896.
I!!!~

903 Pine
A program entitled "LIFE! MAKING THE MOST OF EACH
MOMENT" will be presented by members of ECKANKAR on Sunday,
November 8th from 1:30p.m. to 4:30 p.m. at Howard Johnson's, 1-44 &
Business Route 44 in Rolla. The purpose of the program is to offer
Indepth psychological and spiritual techniques to help the Individual
acquire an awareness which leads him to a fuller understanding of
himself and from there an Increased ability to Interact postively with
his environment. Members of ECKANKAR from around Missouri will
discuss such topics as Life-The School Of Learning, Dreams, Life
Beyond Death, Attitude, plus others. Creative arts will also be
presented. The program is free and open to the public.

ll1e
and

There will be a general meeting or RAM on Monday the 9th In 209 MCS at7:00p.m.

Christopher Jewelers
Keith

I

MY

I

Townhouse Pancake
Shoppe

II

J
______
COUPONI
____
_
L
1022 Kingshighwoy Rollo

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION
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Dear Help Wanted,

rets
rips
·1:00
·5

I thlnk I'm going crazy!
My boyfriend does some of
the strangest things lately
and I can't figure out why.
We seemed to be really great
together, 'but now he's acting
so weird.
For instance, he'll play all
these dumb games, or
makes fun of me. He tries to
upset me, then he says it's
all a joke. Last weeken~ he
came over and said he was
going home to Springfield,
for no reason at all. We had
planned a date that night,
and here he said he was
leaving. Then after I
practically drag it out of him
he tells me it's all a joke.
He's been doing this for
about a month now. What
should I do?
- Which end is up?

Dear Which End? ,
It sounds like your
boyfriend is trying to put
some spice back ip your
relationship and going about

the class worthless. I go to
class and try to get as much
out of it as I can, go home
and do the problems, and try
to study. But this teacher is
so far out. He's a transfer
from another school and
teaches us methods from
"most calculus books" and
they are nothing like the
ones we use.
I've tried to get help from
other students, but my
uses
different
teacher
teaching methods. I've even
gone to his office to have him
explain the material, but he
gets up on the chalkboard
and says the same nonsense
he says in class. When the
tests roll 'around, I'm a
goner. What should I do?
- Concerned Student

it the wrong way.

His 'tests' of love are
getting to you, as I can see,
so it's time you tried to get it
all out in the open. Explain to
him that you don't like his
behavior, and maybe some
other type of activity should
be started. Some sport or
game that you could take up,
or meet some new friends,
something to try to let him
know that all his games are
unnecessary .
If he continues his games,
he may want out of the
relationship. Next time, call
his bluff. He'll be surprised,
but you'll know where you
stand when he reacts.
Dear Help Wanted,
I've heard of classes that
are made to weed people out
of Rolla, but a teacher that
purposely tries to flunk a
student; this is outrageous!
There's a math class I
have that there is no way
possible for me to pass. the
tests are impossible, the
teacher unreasonable, and

Dear Concerned,

you seem to hit on the best of
the bunch.
If
you would have
recognized the trouble at the
beginning of the semester,
you could have switched
sections, but it's a little late
now. You have to deal with
the problem.
The only alternative you
have is to teach yourself. If
your teacher doesn't get his
point across, then learn it on
your own. He can't mark
your method wrong on the
test if the answer is right; If
he does, complain to the
head of the math department.
Sure, it's a lot of work ;
there are the guys who never
have to study and Ace the
class - but you got a real
winner
teacher,
too:
Yourself!

It's amazing how teachers Dear Help Wanted,
make such a big difference
on this campus. You could
I came from a large family
get a good one, learn the that didn't have a lot ot
material
well,
and money, so we weren't
everything is fine. But there smothered wiith lavish gifts
are always a few losers, and and expensive items.

My roommate on the other
hand, has the best of
everything. Jill's family is
very well off and could afford to buy her the best.
Jill is a reaJJy great
roommate but I feel uncomfortable going places
with her. My clothes aren't
nearly as nice as hers and I
can't fix myself up the way
she can.
I know that money isn't
everything, but when you
don't have any, It'salot!
-Dut-cJassed

you a few pointers. She may
even offer some of her
clothes for you to borrow.
Don't thlnk she's outdoing
you when she helps,
remember, you asked.

WE'RE LOOKING
FOR ENGINEERS
WITH POWER
-ELECTRICAL _ CHEMICAL
- MECHANICAL _ NUCLEAR

Interviewing Tues., Nov. 10
Dear Out-cJassed,

Omaha Public Power District

For starters, you are not
out-classed. People that look
at externals aren't worth
knowing. Never lose your
personality and become a
pair of designer jeans and
izodshirt.
But there are times when
you want to look nice and
may need some help to feel
good about yourself. Ask Jill
to help. If she's as great a
roommate as you said she is,
then she'd be happy to show

. operators of one of the
'world's most effiCIent nuclear

Bill and Joe

Ghosts, goblins and Muffy
By RICH BEE

we
I on

and
oif·

The EAT House Halloween
party was going well.
Already
all
sorts
of
strangely dressed nuts and
weirdos were there and,
some guests were beginning
to show up also. The
dilapidated EAT House was,
of course, the perfect place
for a Halloween party. One
almost expected to find
Vincent Price lurking about
in some dark corner of the
basement. The little sisters
had decorated with tawdry
ribbons of orange and black

from page 5

Student
and $81.10 for the second
semester.
Couldn't we just choose
which activities we wish to
partiCipate in and send our
money in that direction?
If this article gets under
your collar please reply.
Everyone would be glad to
hear the justification for the
spending of $170 of their
money for things that they
won't use.

some paper skeletons and
jack-o-lanterns and then
lended to a real fright to the
scene by showing up at the
party, some without masks.
To top all of this off the scene
was very dimly lit not
because of the party, though,
because the pledges hadn't
changed the lights in ages.
Joe was, of course,
already at the bar, binging,
and had been there since
before the party had started
smce he had- received, he
felt, a disproportionately
large number of weeds
earlier. Enough, in fact, to
crush the only flower he had
received from Laura.

Laura was sitting next to
him along with a couple of
his brothers, the foursome
having a hilarious time
laughing at the costumes
some people were wearing,
along with their own uncivil
comments. Joe thought
about asking Laura to dance
but decided to wait till a
slower
dance
mainly
because he was sore from a
run-in with Mufty earlier.
Now you would thlnk that
Joe would have learned to
stay away from Mufty by
now. But, after a few glasses
of liquid bravery and
painkiller,
Joe
usually
couldn't resist a little fun

and self-destruction.
This evening, Muffy had
shown up in a rather inexplicable costume that consisted of a skirt and tank top,
a lot of painted tinfoil
jewelry, a tinfoil protrusion
from her forehead and a fake
beard. Joe and a group of
brothers stood off to one side
in a group guessing at what
she was supposed to be.
"Now what do you suppose
she's supposed to be? " asked
B.J .
" Now that's a toughie,"
said Bill. "doesn't look like
the Goodyear blimp. The
clothes that is."
This brought a chuckle
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Welcome In The Fall
Season With

Your Entertainment
Center in Rolla

The Fabulous

Lounge
PLUS
The Finest Food
For Lunch or Dinner
Visit
The Three Rivers Restaurant

Remember Our Sunday Fried Chicken Special!

Fried Ch icken served f ami ly style With vegetables , whipped pota toes , biscui t s
a~d honey

"No . J ;n People Pleas;n""

M a r t in Spr ing Dr .

- - ------

Ro ll o

364·5200

from the group.
"Maybe
she's
Orson
Welles in drag," said John,
eliciting another laugh from
the group.
" I know she's the Old
Frothingslosh bear girl,"
said Mongo.

power stations.
OPPD representatives Will be on
campus interviewing college
engineers at the Placement
Center.
Shift Technical Advisors
New opportuntty as a part 01 Ihe
safely learn al Ihe Fort Calhoun
SlallOn . Gel valuable nuclear
training In all aspects of power
plant operation. maintenance.
and modlflcallon.

Power Generation
DeSign . testing. maintenance .
and operallon opportunities al
nuclear and fossil fuel generating
stations .
Transmission and
Distribution engineering
Opentngs In the analYSIS and
deSign of substations,
transmiSSion and distri bution
lines. and dlstnbutlon se rvices

System Protection
Documentation, coding .
maintenance, and operation of
computer programs associated
With the Energy Management
System .

•..

'
,
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See

Match
page 11

Employment Department
Omaha Public Powe r Distn ct
1623 Harney Street
Omaha. Nebraska 68102
An equal opportumty employer
male/lemale

N

Low GMAC Financing
limited Time Only
A.P.R.

12.9%

On ANY NEW '81 BUICK SKYLARK or
'8 1 OLDSMOBILE OMEGA from stock .

A NEW BUICK
1 ONLY

Beat the Bad Weather Ahead!!

10% Rebate (limited Time On ly)
On ANY Jeep CJ or SCRAMBLER , AMC
EAGLE OR CONCORD
Toke as Cosh or as Down Payment

DON'T WAIT!!
See your AMCI Jeep-Old s-Buick Dealer
Today . Special dea ls and f inancing ar rangements for UMR

......
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Living with cats
destructive and cocky. The
average cat during the first
When it was finally
few months of life will undecided that this article doubtedly leave a respecshould be about cats, It table number of little unbecame difficult to put a desirables, that we shall
finger on just exactly what tenn 'presents,' for lack of a
aspect of Catdom to write more appropriate tenn.
about.
These little presents will
A few of the primary usually be best located
thoughts were: " All About where you look the least: in
Cats," and "Fun Things You the corner of a closet, under
Can Do With a Cat" ; but, the sofa, or perhaps even in
those really didn't seem to
the shower, depending on the
capture deep thought and cleanliness of the owner. But
conviction of all people who these shouldn't discourage
just may have some fonn of the potential cat owner, they
cat
apprecIation
(or are in the minority of the
depreciation). So this would many various little " hapnever reach a conclusion penings" that your new kitty
unless a topic was pin- will give so generousiy to
you .. . without so much as a
pointed.
Finally,
that
perfect blink of an eye.
theme . was uncovered :
As cats grow older, they
" How to Live With a Cat."
often tangle with any
You see, wbether you be a number of wild creatures
cat-lover or -hater, these that you didn't suspect even
lived near you. Sometimes,
furry little balls of joy can be
the source of unending hours as in the case of a skunk,
of happtness and clean-up your poor cat must be given
work. (It should be noted a bath .. .
that if the reader doesn't
... Now, who doesn't know
really like cats, they should about the respect that cats
interject their own ad- give water. No, not the tiny
jectives, nouns, etc., to little puddles after a rain, or
create the proper mood.).
the tap in the bowl, but the
Kitty-cats are the most larger bodies of water, such
popular fonn of terrestrial as a bathtub full.
feline life. A cat is a kltty-cat
To you a bath full of water
until It reaches the age of is really inconsequential, but
about two. Since in relation to a cat, a bath full of water
to human years that equaIs is like Schuman Park pond
fourteen years old, the cat
... better if it's a long way
will then be a teenager.
off. So, here are a few hints
Unfortunately, cats rarely on bathing the cat.
reach adulthood until they I
FIrst, one should recall
have lived at least seven of that the domestic cat is of
their nine lives, and
the genus Felis, which also
therefore it is applicable to
includes the lion, tiger,
spend a little time speaking leopard, cougar, and puma.
about the cat life up to The cat rarely displays to
adulthood ...
any degree the charac.. . Once catS have stopped teristics of the larger
being cute and cuddly as a
relatives, but if it gets within
kitten,
they
become
twenty feet of "deep" water
ByM. DEAN ANGOVE

GLC: N'Best Buy"in
cars.
front-wheel-drive
Sp«lal DElAYED PAY ·
MtNT Deal. for

Graduating Seniors

(three-quarters of II foot and
deeper) it will undoubtedly
be quite anxious to remind
you of that relationship. So it
is best to have a friend
nearby who is ready to assist
you in this task. It is best to
draw a very hot bath
initially, because unless you
do, the water will be room
temperature by the time the
cat is finally forced in the
tub. Once it is in the tub, it

Planned Parenthood
Ce n t r a I 0 z ark·

SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING
PREGNANCY TESTING and exams PROBLEM PREGNANCY COUNSELING on
all options: parenthood , adoption, abortion VENEREAL DISEASE TESTING
STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals COUNSELING on problems related
to sexuality and reproduction EDUCATION, FILMS, PAMPHLETS
Services are CONFIDENTAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundametal right of every individual to decide
freely and responsibly when and whether to have children- is a reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this country was

See
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ts

founded.
ROLLA CLINIC
1032B Kingshighway (314) 364 -1509
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For Distinction
Not Extin'ction!

We didn' t say it...
Motor Trend did!"
Come and see why!
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When you started schooL you
decided right then and there
that you w anted to do some thing different-something with
challenge. something that
w o uld take you as far as you
c ould go . It seems that we have
something in common .
because when we got into the
oil business , we set the same
g o a ls. and now w e 're meeting
them . We need innovative ,
energeti c people like you to
pro pel us into the 21 st century.

Jeff Rulz
Division Recruiting
Coordinator
GeHy 011 Company
Central Exploration.
Production Division
P.O. Box 3000
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102

· W,lh . Speed transmISSIon Remember
compale lh'''EPAesll~tet o l''e

GroU

reality
transce

(918) 560·6307

" Moro.
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Getty Oil Company

If you 're interested in a fullfledged c areer as a
GEOLOGIST, GEOPHYSICIST,
RESERVOIR ENGINEER,
PETROLEUM ENGINEER OR
LANDMAN, c ontact yo ur
Pla c ement O ffic e for
o n-c a m pus interview dates , or
c all c olle c t or write to us TO DAY .
Bo th full -time and sum mer positio ns are a va ilab le .
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Ge tty is a com pany that sets no
limits o n its e m ployees . We
allow yo u and you r wo rk to
ac hie ve the title "distinc tive" and frankl y. th a t's a wo rd w e like
to hear.
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from page 9
"What?" replied the group
almost in unison.
"Nab, I guess she wouldn't
know abut that, would she,"
Mongo said.
After a
little more
speculation the group began
to give up. Finally Joe said,
"I guess we'll have to ask
her. God may work in
mysterious ways but Mulfy's
mind has got to take the
cake."
Joe walked over to were
Mulfy was standing, powerbabbling with a group of
little sisters. The rest of the
brothers - followed
not
wanting to miss the match of
the century.
"Hi,Mulfy."

"What do you want?"
Muffy asked suspiciously,
knowing Joe pretty well.
"What are you supposed to
be? A cover girl for Safari
Monthly?"
"Wrong, bile breath! One
more comment like that I'm
going to hit you!" Mulfy said
in a way that resembled
Miss Piggy.
"Sorry. We were just
wondering."
"I'm Cleopatra!"
The group stifled a laugh
except for Joe, who kept a
straight
face,
mainly
because he was within an
arm's length.
"Oh! I see," said Joe.
"What's that on your

forehead?"
"That's a snake headdress, you mental midget,"
she said.
"Oh, that's a pretty
complicated costume. Bet it
took a lot of time to make. I
know how you could have
saved yourself a lot of
trouble though. "
. "It did take a lot of time,"
she said.
Someone
in
the
background muttered, "And
tinfoil. "
Mulfy hesitated a moment
before she asked, "How
could I have saved some
trouble?"
"Painted yourself black
and came as a bowling ball. "

WHAM! MulfyhitJoewith
a backhand that bounced Joe
off the wall as the group
broke into raucous laughter.
Joe shook his head and
looked over at Mulfy and the
group of sympathetic little
sisters coming at him.
"Stampede!"
he
screamed as he got up and
ran for safety.
Later on, he snuck back
down to the bar with Laura,
keeping an eye out for
Muffy, and sat at the bar.
Bill Miner had walked into
the party and the foursome
was laughing so hard at his
costume Joe failed to see
Mulfy coming at him. She
reached across the bar,

grabbed Joe by his shirt and
lifted him off his stool.
"Okay, runt you've had
it," Mulfy said to a startled
Joe Miner.
"W-Walt," Joe stammered, his mind frantically
searching for a way out of
his predicament, though he
probably wouldn't have felt
it. Then his mind put one and
one together.
"I'm sorry , but I can make
it up to you.'
"How?" Mulfy demanded,
besides shE' wanted to see
him grovel.
"You sec that guy over
there?" J oe pointed out an
unsuspecting Bill Miner,
innocently scanning the

crowd unaware of the card
fate was about to deal him.
" I've got him In a class and
he wants to meet you. I think
he likes you."
Mulfy dropped Joe back
onto his bar stool from which
he fell to the ground.
"Really," she said in a
flowery voice and rushed off
to meet him.

See
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~
Music, a transcendental beginning
~
314-341-2220~

Groundwaves

Music is the Unique Art
form. Life is a form of give
and take. Forget your future
destination for a moment.
The whole world is one big
fantasy as we too are one
with the sun. Silently I want
to be the symphony of stars
singing through my soul.
Yet, from an inner depth of
reality we always seem to
transcend back to the
essence of our beginnings.
As the body melts into the
universe, we also melt into
the soundless voice. From
this soundless voice we
merge our souls into the allshining light. For some this
light brings infinite joy, for
others it seems to be idly
waiting to grow. Who kriows
what we can expect?
It always seems that we
have to go faster than this to
reach the top. That dirty Old
Mountain! All covered in
smoke, she can turn you to
stone. You get halfway up
only to realize you are
balfway down. Keep going,
you .can do it. What can we
expect once there? Do not
look back, yet above all,
never forget your past. The
future is too far away you
say, no, the future is here at
our fingertips.
Take it, venture onward
into the smoke overhead. As

the top looms closer, the
smoke begins to take shape.

Stop in
and see
what's new!

canON

Once there, we realize these
shapes are simply innocent
clouds shrouding the upper
sea of the world. Below the
sun, from one horizon to the
next, lies our vast sea of
shimmering
clouds.
Mountaintops
gracefully
emerge from the everchanging sea of hope. Look
... an opening to below.
Through a break is the
clouds we can see the valleys

and paths we traversed to
get here.
·Music was created for
these journeys. Music is the
transcendental beginning we
all search for.
o Master-Musician,
Tune me for life again.
The awakening of new
music
My heart wants to become.
My life is mingled
In'ecstasy's height.

P. rsonafized
Christmas cards
and stationery
We have personalized stationery ,
napkins, coasters, playing cards, and
book matches.
100 W. 10th St.
Rolla, MO 65401
364-2844
FASPRINT CENTER

PDQ'

Ho-Bo Pizza
Cheese
Beef
Sausage
Pepperoni
Mushroom
Black Olive
Green Pepper
Onion
Ho-Bo Special

10"
3.00
3.50
3 .50
3.50
4.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.00

12"
4.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.00
4.50
4.50
4.50
5.00

14"
5.00
5.50
5.50
5.50
6.00
5.50
5.50
5.50
6.00

SriChinmoy
Music is all this and more
forme.
Tonight from 6 p.m. to 9
p.m. KMNR presents the
New Wave Show with
Captain Kortch at the controls. Monday night at 6 p.m.
Dave Williams will be your
host, presenting three hours
of Chick Corea. The Mind's
Eye will be featuring Our
Town at 8:30 p.m. on Nov.

10th and 12th. Wednesday
night Aaron will be feaiuring

"Runt" by Todd Rungren.
Until next week .. .
-F.M.

110 W. 7th St.

Reasonably.priced

t08 w. 7th Street

Rolla . Mo.

~Ol

Who will be first
to sweep the skies
of the world?
We pioneered 3-D radar. Today we 're a world leader in automated air
defense systems . Our sonar, radar, communications, computers,
software, and displays form total interactive systems for whole countries.
From undersea systems to the depths of space, a career in our
Hughes Aircraft group really has no limits for the holder of a BS or MS
degree in virtually any electronic, scientific, computer, or technical
discipline.
.
Outside Los Angeles, here. in thriving Orange County, we'll introduce
you to people , ideas, and jobs that could change your wQrld. And ours.

It could be you and Hughes r------------------,
Ground Systems i, HUGHES ,1
L __________________ J
HUGHES AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

GROUND SYSTEMS
Proof of U.S. Citizenship Required
Equal Opportun ity Employer

6" Combo Pizza $2
FREE DELIVERY

364-2026

W

Quality Cleaners
Expert Cleaning

in City Limits
Open Mon.-Sat.
9:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.-9 p.m.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla

'I'-'HJIl"IlI

..
We'll be on Campus November 18th.
See your placement office for an appointment.

.
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Shuttle
My Point is that Columbus
didn't. know the new world
was out there anymore than
Alexander Fleming knew
that the mold k1IIlng his
genn cultures would turn out
to be penlc1IIen. The con-

nection? Both men were
exploring, both men were in
the "laboratory" with their
hands on, when somethIng
unexpected "popped" up.
Doing research in space
without being In It is like

-R evenge
"Joe, that was cruel,"
Laura said.
"I know 1 shoUldn't have
done that to Bill," Joe said.
"I meant to her."
Meanwhile, Mufty had
grabbed Bill.
" Ill, I'm Muffy, let's

from page 5
doing oceanographic studies
from the middle of the
Sahara Desert : costly,
difficult and ineffective.
So here we sit with one of
the most expensive and
effective tools for Scientific

research ever developed on
the launching pad and people
In the government and the
street screaming don't use
it. Four-point-some-odd
billion dollars to defense of
the Middle East and "our"

on his·vItal Information.

Bill.
"I like you," she said,
giving Bill a bear hug that
made his temples throb.
"Joe said you liked me. "
Bill looked over and saw
him laughing at the bar and
thought Revenge.

f,om page 11

dance! " sbe said, dragging
him out onto the floor.
Bill was at first too surprised to react. And then not
strong enough to get away as
Muffy dragged him about
the dance floor grIlllng him

Joe noticed Bill was
dancing almost every dance
with Mufty. Mufty bas a
tremendous grip, he thought.
Meanwhile, Mufty had
gotten pretty far along with

011 next year alone, but so
much less for this battle In
humanities war for scientific
advancement.
In closing, 1 could talk
ahout the Russians' efforts
to develop a continual
human presence In space
(the first real "space
station") or how America Is

SPI, AH Games • 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pi,,,

October 31st marked the
birthday of a very special
person to many people at
VMR.
The
birthday
celebrated belonged to W.
Sod. , who is known and loved
by the members of the
Wesley Foundatlon.- W.
Sod. 's birthday Is celebrated
twice a year, once on 0ctober 31st, and again on
April 1st.
"W. Sod. Is the Spirit of the
Wesley Foundation," according to Rev. DavId G.
Bennett
(affectionately
known as Dave to the
students), DIrector of the
Wesley Foundation. "He (W.
Sod.) never repeats an activIty, Is very imaginative,
and Is generally not
destructive. "
Other activIties of W. Sod.,
whose full name Is Wesley
Sodnammoc, have included:
building a 1()·foot birthday
cake on Dave's driveway,
and turning Dave's office
Into a parking lot, including
three Inches of gravel and a
woodpile. "'Ibese thIngs
usually happen by surprise,
and are always returned to
exactly the way It was."
Of course, there are many
other thIngs happening at
Wesley. They have meetings
every Wednesday night at
6:00. 1bese meetings usually
consist of a guest speaker, or
a film. At the next meeting,
November 11, the film "The
Life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer"
will . be shown. Dietrich
Bonhoeffer was a noted
theologian of the 20th century who was persecuted and
executed in the Nazi

the year. During October 1(;.
17, twenty-four students
refurbished the home of an
elderly woman in West
Plains, MIssouri. Usually,
one big project is done each
semester, In addition to
severai small projects.
Upcoming activIties Include
a woodcut, and the collection
of goods for the Bishop's
convocation.
Last weekend, many of the
Wesley students were sold as
slaves in order to raise
money. "The response was
good, and we raised more
money
than
we
had
originally
anticipated,
although the total amount of
the donations has not yet
been tabulated," stated Rev.
Bennett.
Wesley Is not just for
Methodist students, members consist of at least eight
other denominations. Rev.
Bennett has been the
Campus MInister for two

364·5581

Complete line of Univega Bicycles

Neve, a dull moment
holocaust for his faith.
"Thinking and Acting
Biblically" is the theme for
this year at the Sunday
morning chapel servIce at
Wesley. Chapel begins at
9:30 and Is started off with
the singing of several contemporary songs. Each
week, one verse of the Bible
is selected and is discussed
among those present.
Many of the meritbers of
Wesley can be seen around
the house at almost any time
of the day and night. To
many students, it becomes a
home away from home,
often to the extent that when
they go home for the summer, they often get homesick
for Wesley. The house Is at
403 W. 8th, and the doors are
always open to anyone who
would like to come by and
look around.
Additionally, many of the
Wesley students participate
In ~ork projects throughout

Rolla, Mo.

Pedal P.ower Cyclery

Wesley

ByTWEETY BIRD

losing its technologicai
pride, but 1 will not. Other
much more skilled indivIduals are using those
techniques to sell our space
program. 1 prefer an appeal
to intelligence and the
American sense of adventure, but 1 could be
wrong.

Parts & Accessories Available for all bikes

310 E. 6th
Rolla, Mo. 65401

364·2412

years. He was born In
Kansas City, and his interests include playing the
guitar, snow skiing, and
camping. He is married and
has one daughter.

10 a.m . to 6 p.m .
Service of the cycle, for the cyclist , by the cyclist.

ENGINEERS, ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL

AEP

Career Ni,g ht
Monday,_Nov. 16, 1981

7PM-9PM
West _H alf of
Centennial Hall
Become A Part Of AEP.
Let's Invent the Future Together.
We're. AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER, producing more '
any other investor owned utility in the
United States. Our most pressing commitment is the
research and development of electric power technology.

ele~tnc energy than

What is 5' long, golden
brown, hot, delicious
and sells for 49¢
at A&W?
KURLY SPUDS
100% whole potato cut with a special
process and fried to give them that old
fashioned home style flavor.

Reg. order

49¢
Family order

99¢
1202 N. Bishop

AtAEP, we call this "Inventing the Future", a phrase which
takes on added meaning to a Graduating Engineer.
We have challenging career opportunities available for
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
We will be conducting on-campl,ls interviews on:

Tuesday, Nov. 17, 1981
Please sign up at the Career Planning and Placement
Office for an interview appointment.
If you are unable to attend on the above date, please
forward your resume to:

Delia Graham
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER
SERVICE CORPORATION

Rolla, MO

180 East Brood Street Columbus. Ohio 43215

364-8998
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• Waf Mart Sel' for less. Waf Mar' Sells ' o r Less. Waf M art Sells tor Less. Wal Malt Sells for Less. "'al Ma" Sells lor less. Wa ' Mart Sells lor less. Wal Mart Sells

Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rolla

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Prices Good Th ru Sat., Nov. 7, 1981

~s

es

,6th
,65401

5.00

cyclist.

1.48

Bold 12"
-Thermometer

Ray-O-Vac Lantern
Battery

-Model 7905
-Indoor-Outdoor

-6 volts

.96

J

d

Ray-O-Vac Portable
Table Lamp
-Complete with heavy duty

I

98~

1.78
6 or 8 Piece
Screwdriver Set

Turbine Vent Covers

Outdoor Heavy Duty
Extension Cord

-Fits 12" & 14" Turbine Vent

7.88
Kidde Fire Away
Fire
Extinguisher
-2 lb. 12 oz.
-Ul Rate 10-8-C

-25 ft .
-16 guage
-3 conductors

8.88

8.00

Tool Box

Decorative Mailbox

- Lift out tray

-Your Choice
-Rose Design-Cardinal Design

-Heavy duty metal
-Model No. 22
-22'/. "x8%"x8%"

,

WAl·MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY - It Is our intenllon to have every
advertised ilem in stock, however, if due to 'any unforeseen reason , en advertised Ilem Is
not available for purc hase, Wel· Mart will Issue 8 Rain Check on request , for the merchandise
to be purchased at the sale price whenever available , or will sell you a similar item al a
comparable reduction in price . We reserve the right to limit Quantities .

....

-

Sells for less. Wal Mart Sells lor Less. Wal Mart Se s l or less. Wal M art

S~lIs
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-Living with cats
will begin to try to trick you

into thinking It has a
religious background by
wallcing on water ... this Is
only a trick! cats have been
known to fall into pools and
come out of them dry as a
bone.
Secondly, after your friend
has closed the gash your cat
. made from your eye to your
upper lip, you can put on
your falcon handler's giove,
pick up your drill with rotary
stripper attachment and
strip, er ... wash your cat.
'Ibis should be done quIckly
and in the dark, with your
friend ready to notify your
next-of-kin.
One kitty has been
washed, you can pad his

paws dry and let him go,
be'll get himself dry.
Cats really are not hard to
live with. Once you get adjusted to Its obnoxious
behavior and individualism,
they actually are quIte fun .
Just think of the infinite
joy of being woke up in the
deep of the night to the high,
shrill hiss of your cat under
thebed ...
... Or, piCture the queasy
feeling you'll get in your
stomach from the cat telling
you how much it loves you,
by shedding in your mouth
while you rest.
Yes! What more wonderful thing than to have a
cat of your very own? They
cost much less than children,

Defense
fii It is

Thursday, Nov. 5, 1981
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true that innocent

victims are frequently killed
by terrorist types. Mr.
Reader's idea that a
defensive
homicide
Is
justifiable in such cases Is
very logical, and all of us can
undoubtedly Identify with his
feelings. The only alter·
native is to have enough
faith in God that we feel He
will take care of us in these
agonizing situations. To the
unbeliever,
this
sounds
laughably absurd, but can
the believers in the

From page 14

and even if they are difficult
to discipline, just think of
how happy you'll be _..
... When your cat decides
it's time to take a long
vacation.
But don't get the author
wrong ... he loves little cats.
In fact, the whole Idea for
this article stemmed from
how a cute little cat saved
him from part of his statics
homework .
It would
seem that
someone near his little
apartment just outside of
Rolla has a little kitty. Well,
one day this particular cat
began an unrelenting string
of " meow's " , to quote the
cat, just outside his front
door. Since the author was in

From page 5

audience deny that this is the
way the Bible instructs us to
handle such a situation?
The logical approach of
Mr. Reader seems to be
based on the assumption that
faith by itself yields insufficient rewards. 'Ibis Is
the assumption of an unbeliever, and Mr. Reader's
blasphemous
misinterpretation of God's
Commandment should be
identified as such.
un"Believers"
and
believers will continue to

the middle of his statics, he
was more than happy to let
the cat inside.
A short hair calico jumped
into his living room with
little
hesitation,
and
proceeded to "check out the
joint." Finding all things in
order, he decided It would be
okay to take a little nap
while he was inside. So the
cat looked a bit, and found a
comfy little spot to curl up
andcrash ...
... On top of the statics

J

Holley's
Fitness Gym
Hwy. 72 & Pete Rd.
364·7373
-Student Rates
-Olympic Weights
-Dumbells
-Inclined Benches
-T -bar Rowing
-Calf Machine
-Curling Bars

book.

Yes, for those who desire
to have a pest, ... er, pet, a
cat is by far the best choice.
Cats are ingenious, elective,
decisive, and ignorant.
ObnoxiOUS, beligerant, and
impossible. Not to mention
selfish.
But they certainly make
fine pets.

favor a strong defense, but
we have no right to make the
claim that God favors such
actions, even among "the
good guys." (Q: What do all
nations have in common? A:
They all identify themselves
as "the good guys") . If God
tells you personally (in no
uncertain terms) that He
wants you to strengthen your
military defense, then that is
an entirely different matter.
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We're looking for
men and women who want
a career with a challenge,
and rewards to match.
No

Not everybody can work for the C_"'rolinteiligenee Agency . but you
moy b. on. of th.m . It tak •• Int.lllg.nc. , .klll. Inltlatly. , and a will .
Ingn ... to take ckarg • . Or It tak •• t k. ability to pl.c. tog.tk.r Information fro", many .ourc •• and build It Into a plctur. of wkat'. kap.
p.n lng In the world . Unlqu. prof ... lanol opportun ltl •• or. ayallabl.
for •• nlatl and graduate .Iud.nts from the Unly.nlty of Mluourl 01
Rollo compl.tlng work In the follow ing ar.o. of .tudy: Comput.r
ScI.nc •• , Eng ln •• rlng (.sp . o.ro . • I.ctrlcal and nuel.ar ),
Math.matln , Photographic Int.rpr.tatlon , Pkotogramm.try , Phy.lcal
sel.nc ••
Malt of Ik.s. positions or. In tk. WOlhlngton D.C. ar.a , 10m. I. ad to
•• rvlc. abroad . Any position would plac. you w ith in on .lit. group of
peopl. . Groduat. or und.rgroduot. degr_s In the appraprlat.
ocod.m lc fI.ld Is nee ... ory , and practlcol work • • p.rI.nc. Is a big
h.lp . lIb.r allnsuranc. , retlr.m.nt , and I.ay. b.n.flt • . You hoy. to
b. an Am.rlcan cltlz.n .
Du. to proc... lng tim. Inyaly.d tho •• graduating witkin the n. ll t 6 to
9 months or. particularly .ncourag.d to apply at tkls tim • .
R.sum •• skauld bemall.da.loana.poulbl •• a : C.ntral lnl.llIg.nee
Ag.ncy , Mldw.st Pe"onn.1 R.pr.s.ntatlye , P.O . Ba. 1"1l-R ,
Chicago . III/nois 60690 .
Quallfl.d applicants will b. Int.ryl.w.d at an .arly dot •.

No

engineering
oppor1;uni1iies

Nov

Nov

Farmland Industries and its subsidiary compa nies, CRA , Inc. ,
and Cooperative Farm Chemicals Association, offer challenging
opportunities for chemical engineers.
Farmers and ranchers throughout the Midwest look to Farmland,
the nation 's largest manufacturing and marketing cooperative, as
a source of supply for petroleum, fertili zer, agricultural chemicals, feed and other farm supplies.
Our recruiters will be on campu s November 10 interviewing can dIda tes for chemical engineers in our
refining o perations. Contact the placement offIce to schedule an interview.

8

Central Intelligence Agency
It's t ime f o r u s to kn o w m o re ab o ut e ach o ther .
An

e~uol o pport unity l a ff i rmatl ve

a ction employer .

An Equal Opportunity Empl oyer M/F

Standing together.
Standing strong.
FARIIAL A ND INDUSTRIES.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.•
INC.

Cross country season comes to an end
By DAN BROWN
The UMR cross-country
team ended its 1981 cross
country season, Saturday,
October 31 at Northwest
Missouri State University in
the Missouri Intercollegiate
Athletic Association Conference meet. UMR finished
fifth in the meet.
Mike

and SEMO qualified for the
National meet, which will be
at Lowell University in
Lowell, Massachusetts on
November
14.
Also
qualifying for the National
meet were individuals Scott
Mantooth
of
Southwest
Missouri State and Todd
Arnold (4th) of Northeast
Missouri State.

sophomore at Southeast
Missouri State University,
won the 10,()()(}.meter race
and a new course record of
30:29. Mike was 29th at the
1980 National meet. Central
Missouri State University
won the meet easily. While
SEMO barely edged Northwest Missouri State for
second
Both CMSU
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Even though none of the
Miners qualified for the
National meet, all of the
team members ran exMark
ceptionally
well.
Stucky finished his final
cross country season for
UMR in fine style; he
finished thirteenth with a
new UMR record of 31: 55.
Freshman Jeff Peterson
finished his first UMR C-C
season on a promising note;
finished 26th in a time of
32: 32. Kevin Stock provided
a pleasant surprise with his
strong finish. He was the
third Miner runner (l3th
overall) with a time of 32:53.
Jim Bullard shaved two
minutes off his conference
time of 1980 to finish 32nd
with a 33:04. Following Jim
in 33rd place was Dave
Moore. Dave set a personal
record for 10,000 meters with

Miner defense leads to victory
By LARRYTIPl'ON
The Miners' offensive
punch came late in the

their last two all-important
games against Southeast
and Northeast Missouri

team had accomplished in 40
years.
Leading
the
Miners

game when quarterback
Dennis Pirkle hit Oscar
Berryman with a 63-yard

born defense, it was enough
to push them past the
University of Evansville's
Purple Aces, 13-3.
The win pushes the
Miners' record to 5-2-1
overall and 241 in conference play. This puts them
in very good position for

in Rolla.
The Miner defense stood
out Saturday, holding the
Purple Aces to just 4 yards
rushing. This was the third
consecutive game in which
the gric;lmen have not
allowed a touchdown against
them - something no Miner

registered four quarterback
sacks, 12 tackles and threw
four runners for losses
totalling 24 yards. Defensive
backs Scott Teter and Steve
Davis each intercepted a
pass.
The Miners' first score
came with 4: 10 left in the

surance with 37 seconds left
when Brian Paris carried
the ball in from one yard out
to make the score 13-3.
Travelling
to
Cape
GirardeauthlsSaturdaY,the
UMR squad will face the
Southeast Missouri State
Indians.

:~in~ru:~a:~ay~~ ~:~~!:n~~~~~:y ~:~~r:iV~b ~Iy,j~~~ to~~d~~~got some in-

his time of 33:00. Clint
Campbell, who had missed
the Miners' previous two
meets because of illness,
came on to finish 36th in a
time of 33:24. UMR's last
runner, Pete LichtenwSillter
(40th) finished in 34:27 ... 30

seconds faster than UMR's
first finish in the 1980 MIAA
meet! The fact that all seven
of the Miners posted better
times than UMR's first
runner in the 1980 meet
shows that the 1981 team Is a
much ~proved team.
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EAST
6:00
7:30
9:00

SigNu-KA
, SigPi-ThetaXi
MHA West-Wesley

. Kappa Sig-Beta Sig
TKE-Triangle
Delta Tau-AE Pi

Nov. 5

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

*KD-Stardusters
*ChiO-WHA
CCH-Newman
Lambda Chi-BSU
,

*ZTA-TJHA
Tech Eng-RHA
Beta Sig-GDI
Delta Sig-Theta Xi

Nov. 9

6:00
7:30
9:00

BSU-MHA West
Wesley-CCH
Sig Nu-Triangle

TKE-SigTau
Kappa Sig-Pi KA
Phi Kap-KA

Nov. 10

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

MHA West-MHA East
ROTC-Delta Tau
SigPi-AEPi
Lambda Chi-CCH

RHA-TJHA
Campus-Vets Club
Sig Ep-Sig Tau
Kappa Sig-Tech Eng

Nov. 11

6:00
7:30
9:00

TJHA-Tech Eng
Theta Xi-Delta Tau
GDI-PiKA

Sig Ep-Sig Nu
KA-SigTau
ROTC-Vets Club

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

*ZTA-Stardusters*DofN-KD
Triangle-Phi Kap
Delta Sig-Delta Tau

*ChiO-TJHA
Campus-Sig Pi
BSU-Newman

Nov. 16

6:00
7:30
9:00

*Chi O-Stardusters
°WHA-ZTA
TJHA-Beta Sig

*TJHA-DofN
Delta Sig-AE Pi
Wesley-MHA East

Nov. IS

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

Campus-AE Pi
TKE-KA
GDI-RHA
Delta Sig-8ig Pi

ROTC-Theta Xi
Newman-MHA West
Delat Tau-Vets Club
Beta Sig-Pi KA

Nov. 19

6:00
7:30
9:00
6:00
7:30
9:00

*TJHA-Stardusters
*ZTA-DofN
Campus-ROTC

*WHA-KD
TJHA-Kappa Sig
CCH-MHA West

Delta Sig-Campus
BSU-Wesley

TKE-SigNu
Theta Xi-Vets Club
Tech Eng-GDI

6:00
7:30
9:00
10:30

*KD-ZTA
*CHiO-DofN
SigEp-TKE
Lambda Chi-Wesley

*Stardusters-WHA
Newman-MHA East
AEPi-ROTC
Sig Nu-Phi Kap

Nov. 12

n(.,

Nov. 30

Dec. 3

___

WEST

Nov. 4
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Bean
Athletic Supportert
Buy all your athletic supplies at

* Specializing in Custom Silk Screening *
1200 Pine

Rollo . MO

364-5495
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Kickers split
on road trip
By USA GAllAGHER
The UMR soccer team
solit a pair of games this
past weekend. The Miners
started out the two-game
series with a 4-1 overtime
win at Illinois State last
Saturday. The victory in
itself was exciting, but the
game had special meaning
for senior forward Pat
Becker. Becker added three
more goals to his credit to
become the new Miner single
season
scoring
leader.
Becker's 16 goal record
broke the old mark of 14 set
last season by teammate
Don Anselm.
AJthough UMR led 1'{) at
the half, Illinois State came
back to tie the game. Becker
scored two goals in overtime
while Steve SchIllito added
one to bring the Miners to a
4-1 win over the Division I
opponents.
The second half of the
weekend proved less eventful. On Sunday, the team fell
to Sangamon State 2'{),
despite excellent play by
Flynt Usina and Chris
Philipp.
"Both pla~rs were out-

Pat Becker

..........................

!.

~

I:

M - Club

• of the week:•
:• Athlete

standing," said Coach Paul
McNally. "I was really
pleased with their efforts." ~
The Miners, now 1~7- 1, will
finish out the regular season
Pat Becker, once again,
on November 7 when they deserves
this
week's
host Northeast Missouri nomination as M-C1ub's
State. The game is scheduled Athlete of the Week. Pat put
for 7:00 p.m. at the new in an outstanding persoccer complex. Everyone is formance against Illinois
encouraged to come on out State University. Not only
for the final game of the did he tie the school record
season.
held by Don Anselm for the

..........................

~

most goals in a season at one
point in the game, but he
broke that record of 14 goals
to set a new record by
scoring two additional goals
for a 4 to 1 overtime VICTORY for the Miner soccer
team.
Fantastic!
Congratulations, Pat.

You Deserve The Best Out Of Life,
So Plan To Attend A FREE Program
Presented By Eckankar Entitled:

LIfE!
Making The Most Of Each Moment
Sunday, Nov. 8th 1:30·4:30 p.m.
Rolla Howard Johnson's, Business 1·44

Vc

Everyone Welcome!

BE OUR GUEST

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

Free Big Mac with purchase of every

'Tis the month that starts the
season,
Americans glow with every
good reason,
Thanksgiving-the day of
feast & delight,
And that leads to Christmas
joy day & night,

state

55.00 book of

Steinme
discuss '

McDonald's

Wednesdi
roncludin

Gift Certificates.

at Work.'

~~:~~~

Rep.Sti
lfI

Missouri

McDONALD'S ANNUAL SHOOT OUT
Prol Jerry Cohen lislening
to Ed Austin expound on
Dorwin's theory . " Darw in
says we descended from
monkeys . My Grandpa moy
have been a gorilla . but it
doesn ' t worry me ."
Prof. Cohen : " Perhaps nOl ,
bul it musl have worfled
Grondma l "

Choosey cheese choosers
always soy cheese please
when they choose the
cheese In Ihe cheese ·
burgers at McDonald s
Soy II In 2 seconds · Win a
bog 01 tries
6 p m to 9 p m

Jean 8ishop : " You reo
mind me of the ocean "
Ron Smith : ' Wild ,
romanllC and restless?
Jean :

Th ere '50 more In Ihe mIddle
an Egg McMullin Ihon an
egg In the middle of
a mufltn
Soy II in 2 seconds· win
a bog 0 1 ffles
6 pm to 9 p .m
SLOGAN NIGHT

Dove
Old you hear aboul
th e Itsh I caught ?
Lloyd
N o what oboul II?
Dove It was 12 long and
weighed 10 Ibs l I neller sow
such a lish I
Lloyd
I beheve you

6 p m 10 9 p m
A zippy . llngy 1101l0r gllles
our sausage exlro perk
11 '50 a secrel mllo:lure Iholll
drive your mouth beserk
I,

CALL OF THE WILD NIGHT 10

SLOGAN NIGHT

16

Wolf howl · wln a bag o l l fle !>
Tor Ion yell· Win a burger
Coyole howl · win a breoklOSI
6pml09pm
Our II!>h Itlet and "ench
Ifles are the best

LIARS NIGHT

17

So So F.b, wIIl a burger
ClaSSIC FIb -Win a BreoklOSI
6pm . 109pm
AnOlher lIme l or thanking
eoch guesl we vc Oller served
From our vow 10 plea i o you
M cDonald '50 never swervcd

b p m '09 p m
A cIIspy crunchy crackle
hugs your moulh when you
bITe down on McDonald s
SCfumpllOus Irench l roes
all fr.ed
brown

Gel :a~h~t~:~~;'n a
Makeb~:~~~:~· wln a
6 p m

23

10 9 P m

LAUGH NIGHT

b~I:~I~I:~n ~~~~gl:rr
6 p m

10 9 p

III

a

a breoktos\

When Ihe bosketballs. OrC
bounc"'9 bul your leom
con I seem to SCOfe

Promise 'hem McChlcken
and wal ch 'hem Iry once
HULA HOOP

they

Terry Horrrs My Wife Iv an ·
no says shes go ,ng 10 leave
me ,f I don t qU11 playing so
much golf
Dove HIl genberg (Oak
Meadows Golf Pro ) That s
' 00 bod '
Terry
It sure IS . I m gOing
10 miSS her

10

1 bubble -won 0 bog o ll', es
3 bubble Win a burger 5
bubble -won 0 breoklost
bpm.o9pm
No need 10 drop 0 dollOf
to lip our friendly crew
When

dining
01
restourant

our

1

HAPPY THANKSG IVING

~o~:o;;nw~nb~turg;~es ~
'
~1~:::kl~~oOP win
_
6 p m

10 9 pm

.
GIVE MOM A 8REAK

rl:~II:o:~ p:~~~ h~~e

WE 'l l BE OPEN FOR
BREAKFAST AND LUN CH !
630 a m -2 p m

s you 'lI scarcely
I

BeITy Franz

Would you be

champagne?
MorgoreT (Oak Meadows
l ornous che f )
Yes but I d
probably swallow Ihe
tfuull

Geri Gibson " Who was
IhoT dC'Or?
Fred " I don ', k':1ow . Some
nut wonted to know I' the
coos I IS clear "

27
Rick Weallcr

My too lh IS

really kIl lin g me and I know

~7~~:tabl:t~:I~on~~II~~(5
mlnules 01 Walk

28
LOUise Maggi

I

How do you

like the palOIO !>olod?'
HIm

01 He nry Anlolok
Well I
cou l d pull I' more slowly

~~~ ~,e~I:~~:;f~ld you

BIRTHDAY PARTIES

I

-I

Kappa Delta Hause
confronted by her
sister who said ' " H i Don .
Dan . " Hi · i s Carol expecting
me? " Coed ' '·Yes ."
Don " How do you know? "
Coed . " She's gone out "

There are 7 '199 drops 0 1
creamy goodne ss In 01,11
chocolate shak es

Sign / libro· Slone / Opo!
SIgn/ Slone
ScorpIo / Topaz
Scorpio Topaz
Scorpi o / Topaz
Scorplo / Topoz
Scorplo/Topal
Sco rpio / Topaz

We Caler 10 all ages
N o f uss l N o muss l Cotl us l
336 30 I I ask lor manager

McDonald '50 b.rthday cokes
alia liable l or home pa ll ies

SECRET ARY OF THE MONTH
MARY McCLENDON
SECRET ARY OF THE 5TH
BATALLlON , 3RD BRIGADE, FT.
LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI
BOSS OF THE YEAR AWARD
COLONEL FRANK PARTLOW

C4l1U1litte
tership
00iJUnit!(i

klr So
!llucation
RecreatiOi

~
llle!nber 0

andSenatl

year . H is secretory is Louise Hami lton.

ARTS & CRAFTS BAZAAR
The Officers ' WIves' Club at Fort Leonard Wood ,
MISSOUri IS haVIng on Arts and Crofts 80zoor on Sa tur ·
day , N ovem b er 14 , 1981 Irom 10:00 a .m. to 4 :00 p .m .
at Nuller Field House .

Nov , 2·Volleyboll District Tournament, Noy . 3·Mondoy

~::.e~.~:~itt; :~:~bo:~::d~:':do:~;n 6~~;~;~~.~~~:

SI . Robert McDonald',

Dr. 'Ib

~(

TI·N o School. No 't' . 16·Foll Athletic 80nquel 01 6 '30 ,

Concerl 01 7 30 in gym . Home Economics Advisory
Boo rd Dinner 01 630 , No't' , 20·College & Career Day ,
No v . 23 , 80sketball Pol · Luck Supper at 6 :30. Gill'S

In o ur

COl

WAYNESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL EVENTS

Nov . 17·School Ploy at 7 :30 in gym . No't' . 19· Foll Music

goodnes~

shakes

1981.
Answer
N ame
Fill 01,1 1 and gillO 10 monagel
w,nnlng en1,v per monlh

wdl be Peggy ISflgg of Toosl Masters . For info . call
Koren MOllock 34 1·4197 or louise Ham i lton 368·3161.

There are 7 999 drops of

NOVEMBER

RighI answer win s a
breoklos1

Next meelrng will be on N ovember 10, 1981 a. the
Ramada Inn in 51 Robert , Mo . , at b :3O p ,m . Speaker

cr eamy
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SECRETARIES CORNER

Colonol Frank Partlow was selected for Ihis award this

t~~e~h~~~so~~:s:ne:r~h

Insulled Ii Ihol good lookIng should 1 know? Call the Coast
si rongel olfered you some
Guard I

26

SenIor

The apple pIes are ready
Mary O 'Foll on : " How
splendId I -Why don I you
a well? "

I.

I hoop wm a bog o f fries

3 hoops WII1 a burger
Sen,or (,lIzen I hoop Win

2.4

Lough 101 30 seconds w,n a

,

01,11 hunting were startled
a wo lf howl Don Tdley
II
bet you SI D you can ' kif
tho. wo lf
Wally leI! and 1
mInutes laler come
wllh a dead wolf ThaI
a~ Ihey were turning tn
heard onolher wall howl
Don
Glmme bock my SID
killed Ihe
wall I

19

rhe Ireol 15 all on
JOKE NIGHT

AlIIOI!g

AI holt·llme. November 24 . 1981. UMR vs . Maryville
Coltege. Don' t miss It!

Bask e tball 01 Hou ston 016' 30. Nov. 26' 2] ·No School.

FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH
When does Ihe leacher wear dark g lossos?
An swer
Nome
Fill 01,11 and give 10 manager · Will a bog 0 1 Irres
(On e w in ner per pOIson per month . )

Calendar of Events
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